VERTICAL SECTION

DROPBOLT

1 3/8" x 1 5/8"

3/4" (Counter)

1 1/2"

CONTINUOUS STRUCTURAL HEADER SUPPORT BY OTHERS

STANDARD POCKET WIDTH

8"

1 1/4" (Floor)

FINISHED SURFACE TO TRACK SUPPORT

FINISH

Clear Anodized (standard)

Anodized - Other

Paint (n/a on rod and link models)

MODEL

S126B
Brick Pattern Rod And Link

S126S
Straight Pattern Rod And Link

FUTURA
Tempered Glass Inserts

PRESTIGE
Polycarbonate Inserts

PARAVENT
Perforated Steel Inserts

OPAQUE
Solid Aluminum Inserts

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT HARDWARE

Non-Adjustable (standard)

Adjustable (option)

MIN 8 in.

CURVE TYPE

90° - 10 in. rad.

90° - 14 in. rad.

90° - 22 in. rad.

CLEAR OPENING A

CLEAR OPENING B
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